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A durable, water repellent, solid colour stain designed to help protect and enhance both exterior
and. Shop our selection of BEHR, Exterior Stain in the Paint Department at The Home Depot. A
sermi-transparent stain featuring Nanoguard® technology, provides ultimate durability with
water.
Preview colors to find the perfect color for your next wood-staining project. Update decks,
fences, and more with professional quality stain.Accent and enhance wood's natural patterns
while providing increased protection from the elements with BEHR's Semi-Transparent
Waterproofing Wood Stain.A 100% acrylic semi-transparent, water repellent stain with easy
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proof wood stain Semi Transparent on Pressure treated deck 15 years. . Their thorough testing
validated that Flood is the best to use in Canada.The Behr Premium Semi-Transparent
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